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The technique of fissuring box may be considered as an interesting alternative tool in order to mesh (FEM) 3D crack front. It consists of bounding around the crack a box in such a way that the refinement or the remeshing of the finite elements in the neighbourhood of the crack tip may be done without modification of the mesh of finite element situated outside the box. Using this technique the paper presents also various methods of calculation of the intensity factors: Barsoum’s direct method via displacement response, EDI, VCE... A practical example is also presented. The influence of the presence of the residual stresses are considered almost on the life prediction of the cracked 2D structures.

INTRODUCTION

Life time and crack propagation calculation are very important data for design in the aerospace area. It is usually hard to predict how a crack will occur and propagate since geometry and loading of the real structures are complex. Nowadays most of structures can be quite easily analysed by finite element methods even though the structure is cracked, but meshing is still a problem when the crack grows since the geometry of the structure changes. This problem can be partially solved by using a fissuring box. This tool consists in generating automatically a mesh along the 3D crack front. The crack front can be any continuous line such a spline or an ellipse. When the crack grows, the crack front progress. In order to predict this progression, we can use an iterative method. At each step we compute the stress intensity factor along the crack front by a classical elastic analysis. The crack front shape for the next step is determined by the crack propagation law. Then we re-mesh the cracked part of the structure with the fissuring box tool. In this paper we will present an example of the use of this technique: we attempt to predict a crack propagation in an industrial case.
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NUMERICAL METHODS FOR STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR CALCULATION

Ingraaffea-Manu's Method

Using the Barsoum's finite element, Ingraaffea and Manu [4] established remarkable formulas that directly provide stress intensity factor in function of node displacements on the crack lips. A more complete form has been proposed by Nguyen and de Saxe [10] and implemented in the finite element code SAMCEF.

\[ K = \frac{E}{4(1-v^2)} \sqrt{\frac{2\pi}{L_1}} F(u_1) \]

where \( L_1 \) in the radial direction and \( F \) is a function of node displacements. This technique is quite easy to implement and has low CPU-time cost.

Méthode VCE [3]

The potential energy of a discretized structure is:

\[ U = \frac{1}{2} q^T K q - q^T g \]

The variation is

\[ \delta U = \frac{1}{2} q^T \delta K q - q^T \delta g + (K q - g) \delta q \]

So the energy release rate is:

\[ G = \frac{1}{2} q^T \frac{\delta K}{\delta S} q - q^T \frac{\delta g}{\delta S} \]

In order to compute this energy release rate, we made a sensitivity calculation by perturbing the mesh. This method is an energetic one and needs poor CPU-time since only nodes near the crack tip have their geometry changed.

Méthode EDI [9]

This method is based on the J-integral calculation:

\[ J_\Delta = \int_S (W_{n_2} - \sigma_s \partial_s n_2) \, dA \]

Using a weight function that is null on the boundary, the J-integral can be expressed as:

\[ J_\Delta = -\int_F \left(W_{n_2} - \sigma_s \partial_s n_2\right) \, dV - \int \left( \partial_s W - \partial_s (\sigma_s \partial_s n_2) \right) s \, dV + \int_{\alpha_1} (W_{n_2} - \sigma_s \partial_s n_2) s \, dA + \int_{\alpha_1} (W_{n_2} - i \sigma_s \partial_s n_2) s \, dA \]

where \( F \) is the surface under the curve \( s \) beyond the crack front.

The first term is usually prevalent. The second one presumably vanishes if no body forces. The third one is usually small if crack fronts elements are elongated. The fourth one is null if the crack lips are not loaded [13].
A 3D Crack Propagation Example [1].

The structure to be analysed is an axle in a plane engine loaded by a twisting moment (figure 1). A finite element analyse shows that there exists a stress concentration in the vicinity of an oil hole. Due to the shear stress state, the largest stress zone will happen in the direction making an 45° angle with the axle axis.
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We assume that a small semi-elliptic crack occurs in the place where the highest tensile stress is present (in the thickness of the axle). The lips plane is perpendicular to the tensile direction. So the main fracture mode is the mode 1. This choice is justifiable if we admit that a crack always grows in the way of the mode 1. The dimensions of the crack are chosen to be the smallest that can be practically detected.

The propagation law for the given material is a modified Paris’ law.

As we assumed that the main fracture mode were the first one, the mode II is very small, so the crack will grow in the same plane and the lips are always coplanar.

We had also made the hypothesis that the crack shape will remain an ellipse shape. This assumption will be checked afterwards. This simplification reduces the number of geometrical parameters to three: the displacement of the higher edge $a$, the displacement of the lower edge $c$ and the displacement of the middle edge $b$ (figure 2). At initial state, the geometrical parameters $a$, $b$, $c$ take the values $a_0$, $b_0$, $c_0$.
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The principle of the method is to put a small crack by changing locally the mesh of the structure used for the first finite element analysis mentioned above. Keeping the mesh allows us to simulate perfectly the geometry of the structure and the loading conditions. This modelization allows to evaluate the real stress field and stress concentration at the crack front for the most general case of geometry and loading that one cannot find in tables.

A fatigue-life computation needs several finite element analysis. So, in order to save the CPU-time, we made a structural zoom round the oil hole. The structure is
reduced to a region around the oil hole. The role of the rest of the structure is transmitted by appropriate imposed displacements on the external nodes.

At first, we built a sub-mesh round the crack front by using the new fissuring box tool. The faces of the fissuring box are compounded with normal squared elements. So this mesh should be easily connectable to the rest of the structure (figure 3). The elements just round the crack are the Barsoum's type.
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Then we suppressed some elements from the initial mesh (in the vicinity of supposed crack) and we replaced them by the cracked submesh mentioned above. Since the crack can be very smaller than elements of the initial structure, an intermediate mesh can sometimes be necessary. The complete structure is presented at figure 4.
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Each elastic analysis gives the stress intensity factor (we used the VCE method) along the crack front. So we can determine the crack progression per cycle for each point of the crack front (we assumed there is only mode I). We remesh the structure (only the sub-mesh is different), compute the new stress intensity factors and so on. The stress intensity factors increase as the crack grows. The obtained evolution is presented in figure 5.
We can notice that the parameters $a$ and $c$ progress in a quite same way. So the hypothesis that the crack is still an ellipse is good. Meanwhile, the calculation could be tainted with some errors: error due to structural zooming (this error increase with the crack dimensions), error due to the use of a linear elastic mechanics, error due to the dispersion of the Paris' Law, error due to the iterative process of integration, error on the stress intensity factor calculation, ...

**LIFE TIME WITH SHOT PEEING**

We know that shot peening induces compressive residual stresses at the surface of the body. The role played by these stresses on macro crack propagation can be studied by assuming that they modify the stress intensity factor at the crack tip. Two profiles for compressive residual stresses due to shot peening are presented in figure 6. These curves are given by experimental measures. We have studied the 2D problem for the life time of an edge cracked plate tension specimen.

According to the classical superposition principle for the linear fracture mechanics, the effective stress intensity factor at the crack tip is obtained by the addition of the stress intensity factor due to external loading $K_I$ and the stress intensity factor due to compressive residual stress $K_r$.

$$K_T = K_I + K_r$$
Integrating the modified Paris law given above, we get the life time curves at figure 7. These curves give the life-time for a given initial crack length. Due to shot peening, we can see that the life time is increased for an initial detected crack. But the main effect of shot peening is that the threshold initial value for the crack length is increased. These partial conclusions cannot be extended in a quantitative way but qualitative way to tridimensionnal problems.
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